The PC pathway conveys both chromatic and achromatic information, with PC neurons being more responsive to chromatic~LϪM! than to achromatic~LϩM! stimuli. In considering the evolution of color vision, it has been suggested that the dynamic range of chromatic PC-pathway processing is tuned to the chromatic content of the natural environment. Anomalous trichromats, with reduced separation of their L-and M-cone spectral sensitivities, have diminished chromatic input to PC-pathway cells. Dichromats, with absent L or M cones, should have no chromatic input to PC-pathway cells. Therefore, the PC-pathway dynamic range of color defectives should be released from any constraint imposed by the chromatic environment. Here we ask whether this results in compensatory enhancement of achromatic PC-pathway processing in color defectives. This study employed a psychophysical method designed to isolate PC-pathway processing using achromatic stimuli. In a pulsed-pedestal condition, a four-square stimulus array appeared within a uniform surround. During a trial, one of the test squares differed from the other three, and the observer's task was to choose the square that was different. A four-alternative, forced-choice method was used to determine thresholds as a function of the contrast of the four-square array to the surround. Seven color defective and four normal observers participated. Results showed no systematic differences between normals and color defectives. There was no enhancement of achromatic processing as compensation for reduced chromatic processing in the PC-pathway system in color defectives. From physiological recordings, PC-pathway achromatic contrast gains of dichromatic and trichromatic New World primates and trichromatic Old World macaques have also been shown to be similar to each other. Our study and the animal studies imply that PC-pathway contrast gain parameters were regulated by factors other than the environmental chromaticity gamut, and may have arisen in a nontrichromatic common ancestor to both Old and New World primates.
Introduction
Within the last half century, neurophysiological studies revealed neural pathways that process particular aspects of visual information. The two major primate pathways from the retina via the lateral geniculate nucleus~LGN! to the brain are the parvocellular PC! and magnocellular~MC! pathways. The PC pathway is thought to be an important neural substrate for color perception; the MC pathway is thought to be a major neural substrate for luminance and temporal processing~Lee, 1996; Dacey, 2000!. The relation between chromatic content in natural environments and the evolution of color perception has been considered recently, and some have suggested that both the spectral locations of the L-and M-cone photopigments~Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996;
Sumner & Mollon, 2000! and PC-pathway chromatic contrast gaiñ von der Twer & MacLeod, 2001 ! have evolved to match the chromatic content of the natural environment and to avoid response saturation that could occur with large shifts in chromaticity. The spatially and chromatically opponent~LϪM! PC pathway of trichromats and the spatially opponent PC pathway of dichromats may be governed by the chromatic statistics of the environment, filtering by cone spectral sensitivities and postreceptoral neural processing.
Observers with X-linked red-green color vision have altered or reduced forms of color vision~König & Dieterici, 1886!, and they do not have the input information to appreciate the full range of chromaticities in the natural environment seen by color normal observers. There is a reduced range of chromatic information used by anomalous trichromats~Smith et al., 1973; Pokorny & Smith, 1977! and, with less than normal separation of their L-and M-cone spectral sensitivities, they have diminished chromatic input to PC-pathway cells. Dichromats, with missing L or M cones, should have no chromatic input to PC-pathway cells.
Developmental variations can produce neural plasticity. An example of neural plasticity in color vision is demonstrated by the congruence of unique yellow settings despite the substantial variation in L-to M-cone ratios found in the population~Pokorny et al., 1991; Brainard et al., 2000 !. People grow up in environments that are, for the most part, similar, and it is likely that this homogeneity of red-green color vision is created via an adaptation to the long-term average environmental illuminant~Pokorny & Smith, 1977; Mollon, 1982!. Thus, it appears that the visual system can use information from experience to compensate for individual differences in cone ratios.
Deficiencies in a sensory system can, by means of neural plasticity, result in enhancement of other aspects of the deficient sensory system. With this consideration, we can ask whether enhanced achromatic visual perception exists as a result of the reduction in color perception in males with X-linked red-green color vision deficiency. This study compared PC-pathway function in observers with normal or defective color vision. We studied PC-pathway processing using a psychophysical method designed to differentiate the PC and MC pathways using achromatic stimulĩ Pokorny & Smith, 1997!. There were two independent factors to be evaluated: the slope of the contrast gain function~indicating discrimination ability! and the vertical scale~indicating absolute sensitivity!. An increased contrast gain of PC-pathway retinal0
LGN cells of color defectives should affect both these factors; however, differences in cortical processing should affect only absolute sensitivity.
Materials and methods

Description of method for psychophysically inferring PC-pathway processing of achromatic stimuli
Physiologically, cells are assessed by measuring their response to sinusoidal contrast stimuli, either drifting gratings at an optimal spatial frequency~Kaplan & Shapley, 1986! or full-field stimulĩ Lee et al., 1990 !. A cell's response is measured in impulses0s as a function of the sinusoidal contrast to reveal the contrast gain function. Results show that response rate increases linearly at low contrast and then saturates, according to the equation:
where C is the stimulus contrast, R 0 is the resting response, R max is the maximal response rate obtainable by the cell, and C sat is the contrast at half the R max . Responsivity, considered the primary property of the cell, is defined as R max 0C sat at zero contrast, which is the slope of the initial linear response. Fig. 1 shows typical response characteristics from PC neurons to both chromatic and achromatic stimuli. These results show that parvocellular~PC! neurons are more responsive to chromatic~LϪM! than to achromatic~LϩM! stimuli.
The reciprocal of cell responsivity is comparable to the psychophysical concept of threshold, which allows for a comparison of physiological cell response results with results from psychophysical studies. The method for psychophysically inferring PCvs. MC-pathway processing using achromatic stimuli was described in previous studies~Pokorny & Smith, 1997!. For achromatic stimuli, MC-pathway cells in the retina and LGN have greater responsivity than PC-pathway cells by about a log unit Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Lee et al., 1990 !. Within the PC pathway, responsivity is greater for chromatic stimuli compared to achromatic stimuli by about a log unit when contrasts are expressed in cone-contrast units~Smith !. This chromatic sensitivity advantage can also be seen in psychophysical data~Chaparro et al., 1993!. Comparable to retina-LGN single cell contrast gain studies, psychophysical studies designed to access PC-and MC-pathway responses to achromatic stimuli have indicated that the relative sensitivities of the PC and MC pathways are dependent on the spatiotemporal characteristics of the stimulus Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Smith et al., 2001; Leonova et al., 2003!. Psychophysical discrimination studies, designed to reveal the slope of a contrast gain function, indicated that this property was similar to cell responsivity results. The stimuli used in physiological animal single-cell studies~temporal sine-wave modulation! and the stimuli used in this study~pulsed stimuli! are not the same but by linear systems analysis provide equivalent information. For the contrast levels employed in this experiment, predictions of responses to pulsed stimuli based upon temporal contrast sensitivity functions show excellent agreement with both parvo-and magnocellular cell data~Lee et al., 1994!.
In developing a model for psychophysical data, absolute sensitivity was treated independently of the contrast gain slope. Presumably, individual differences in absolute sensitivity are due to differences in cortical summation properties at levels beyond the PC or MC pathways.
Equipment
The stimuli were generated by a Macintosh PowerPC 95000132 computer with a 10-bit Radius Thunder 3001600 video card and were displayed on a 17-inch NEC MultiSync FE-750 color monitor. The display resolution was set at 1152 ϫ 870 and the refresh rate was 75 Hz to ensure that artifacts generated by the raster scan would not be resolved by the mechanisms mediating detectioñ Zele & Vingrys, 2005!. 
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Stimuli arrangement
The test stimulus was an array of four squares~1 deg each! separated by gaps of 0.18 deg. A central fixation dot~0.18 deg! provided a fixation target for the test array. The 17 deg ϫ 12.5 deg surround was metameric to an equal energy spectrum and appeared gray. Nine test retinal illuminance levels between 1.8 and 2.26 log td were presented as a series of increment and decrement contrasts relative to the surround. The monitor screen luminance for adaptation was 12 cd0m 2~a pproximately 115 trolands~td!! and was a constant background for the stimuli throughout the experiment. The observer sat in a chair and rested his0her head in a chin rest to view a monitor that was positioned 1 m away.
Observers
Four observers with normal color vision and seven observers with an X-linked red-green color deficiency participated in the study. For all observers, color vision was assessed with the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plates, a Rayleigh match using the Neitz OT anomaloscope, and the Farnsworth 100-hue test. Of the observers with color vision deficiencies, two were deuteranopes, two were protanopes, one was deuteranomalous, one was extreme deuteranomalous, and one was protanomalous. The Institutional Research Board at the University of Chicago approved all procedures.
Testing procedure
Two testing paradigms were used in this study: the pulsed-pedestal paradigm and the steady-pedestal paradigm. According to previous analysis~Pokorny & Smith, 1997!, the pulsed-pedestal procedure was inferred to result in detection by the PC-pathway system and the steady-pedestal procedure was inferred to result in detection by the MC-pathway system. In the pulsed-pedestal paradigm the four-square array~with one square, the test stimulus, of higher or lower luminance! was presented for 26.6 ms~two refreshes! Fig. 2 , upper!. In the steady-pedestal paradigm, the four squares were presented continuously on the surround and one of the four squares changed for 26.6 ms~two refreshes! to provide the test stimulus~Fig. 2, lower!. For each run, the observer first adapted to the 115 td surround for 2 min. Following this, testing began immediately for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm; for the steadypedestal paradigm, there was an additional 1 min of adaptation to the four-square pedestal array.
In a run, trials were carried out at one of the nine pedestal luminance levels~four decrement, four increment, and one equal to the surround luminance!. During a trial, one of the four squares was presented at a different luminance level from the other three, and the observer was instructed to indicate which of the four squares was different from the other three. The differing square could either be lighter or darker than the other three squares. Two runs~one run of four luminance levels and one run of five luminance levels! were required to obtain a complete set of thresholds for all nine pedestal luminance levels. Trials followed a double random alternating staircase. At the start of a staircase, an easily discriminable test contrast was present, and the step size was halved until a criterion contrast of 0.03125 was reached. Once the criterion step size was reached, the staircases continued without further change in step size by use of an asymmetric reversal rule. An incorrect identification led to an increase in test contrast on the following trial; two correct identifications were necessary to lead to a decrease in test contrast. Ten reversals at the criterion step size were measured for both the increment and the decrement staircases. The average of the ten contrasts at which reversals occurred was taken as the threshold measure. Three sets of threshold data were obtained at each of the nine luminance levels for both the pulsed-pedestal and steady-pulse paradigms. In the fitting procedure described below, six threshold values for a luminance level, which included an increment and a decrement threshold value for each of the three sets of data, were used to fit the model to the data.
Fitting procedure
In this study, the data from the pulsed-pedestal procedure were fitted by the equation
where I is the surround retinal illuminance~115 td!, K is the vertical scaling constant, C is contrast, C sat is the semisaturation contrast, and k is a factor that allows for saturation when contrast gain is high as in the MC pathway~Pokorny & Smith, 1997!. In this study, k was included in eqn.~2! in the event that color defective observers showed an increase in contrast gain. Contrast gain proved not to be higher in color defectives; accordingly k was set at zero for all observers. The data were fitted with K and C sat as free parameters, using a least-squares criterion and minimizing the difference of~log data Ϫ log prediction!. The fitted values form a V shape with a minimum value at the surround retinal illumi- Fig. 2 . Stimulus configurations for the two presentation paradigms. Pulsedpedestal paradigm~upper!-the four-square array was pulsed briefly, with a test square presented at a higher or lower luminance than the other three; steady-pedestal paradigm~lower!-four squares were presented continuously on the surround and one square, the test stimulus, was pulsed briefly at a higher or lower luminance. nance. With this model, higher contrast gain would be revealed by steeper slopes of the arms of the function~lower C sat values! and better absolute sensitivity by an increase in K.
The data from the steady-pedestal procedure were fitted by a line with a slope of one, indicating Weberian behavior. The three lowest luminance data points were not included in the fitting procedure since previous analysis showed that thresholds measured under these conditions were elevated due to physical light spread~Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Smith et al., 2001 !. The free parameter in this fitting procedure was the vertical scaling factor. Fig. 3 shows the results for:~a! normal trichromats,~b! anomalous trichromats, and~c! dichromats. Our study was particularly concerned with contrast gain in the PC-pathway system. PC-pathway results were assessed by analyzing the C sat values obtained by the fits to the pulsed-pedestal paradigm data, the variation in K or possible variation in k. Individual variation in saturation, k, did not occur and was not included in further data analysis. Data collected using the steady-pedestal paradigm, with inferred MC-pathway detection, confirmed separate detection by the PC vs. MC pathways in color defective observers.
Results
Discussion
Our study showed that there was no qualitative difference in psychophysically determined achromatic processing in the PC pathway between normal and color defective observers. The average C sat and K values for all groups were similar, and there were no statistically significant differences in inferred PC contrast gain Even though color defectives have reduced color perception compared to normals, there was no enhancement of achromatic processing as compensation for reduced chromatic processing in the PC system in color defectives. Therefore, the inability of color defectives to make use of all the chromatic variations in the natural environment did not change the contrast gain of the PC system. This implies that the evolution of the PC system contrast gain may not have been constrained by chromatic variations in the natural environment.
Studies of the PC-pathway system in nonhuman primates have also shown that contrast gain functions with achromatic stimuli are similar in dichromacy and trichromacy. Female marmosets, which are New World primates, can either be trichromats or dichromats, and male marmosets are dichromats. PC contrast gain is similar in marmosets with either type of color vision~Yeh et al., 1995; Blessing et al., 2004!. Further, the marmoset data revealed similar PC contrast gain to that reported for the trichromatic macaque Old World monkey~Lee et al., 1990!.
The developmental genetics and environmental cues that contribute to development of the PC-derived achromatic processing aspect of the color vision system, whether in trichromats or dichromats, seem to be the same. Given the absence of variation in PC-pathway achromatic contrast gain within Old and New World primates and humans, it seems that PC-pathway characteristics may have been set in a common ancestor to both Old and New World primates and that variation in the PC-pathway contrast gain has not occurred in the evolutionary process. 
